
Collection 2021
#wake #surf



Goodboards was founded in 2010. Our headquarters can be found at the very beautiful Ammersee, between Munich and the alps. 

We are an owner guided and managed board-specialist. Not a mainstream investor-controlled company. Our collection consists of 

snowboards, wakeboards, kiteboards and we are currently in the development stage of robust surfboards.

Our slogan - JOIN THE GOOD WAY - best describes our company’s philosophy and embracing the amazing sense of life that 

surrounds the region.

In the development stage we combine our ideas with the wishes and perceptions from our team riders, retailers and most of all our 

committed customers. By using only the best in high-graded material, our board have an exceptional life expectancy as well as 

offering a great deal in performance and fun. Our premium products are hand crafted with the smallest details kept close to heart 

and brought to market through our owner-operated distributors. We prefer timeless designs, for which we have received 6 design 

awards.180 days a year we are on tour providing our customers and hopeful customers with test rides. Through this means we are 

able to not only let them test the boards and advice them on our current and future board technology, but also gather feedback 

directly from them to help with future development. 

Riding with our customers also helps us engage more with them and allows for a more healthier and social growth.

WAKEBOARDS 2021

CHANNELS

yes

no

hard soft

WIPE ONEFIFTYONE COSMA TOMMYBOY

size

138, 142, 146,  

150, 154

size

146, 151, 156

size

130, 133, 135, 138, 

141

size

124, 128, 132

BONOBO FORTUNA

size

138, 142, 146

size

134, 136, 139, 143, 

148

MENTOR INSANE DUDE

size

139, 143, 146, 149

size 

140, 144, 148, 152

size

134, 136, 139, 143, 

146, 149

FLEX

Title:    Markus Küpper    Wakebeach 257 Dormagen

 Lars Knorre    Markus Küpper    Wakebeach 257 Dormagen



 

    

   

 

BASE

Advantages for cables and customers:
- sintered slider base, ABS sidewalls, quadraxial fiberglass and wood-aircloud-core ensure a durable construction
- high volume aircloud in wood core give the boards more volume, which is very important for a successful start
- due to the flat construction the center of gravity is lower and the ride is more stable
- ABS sidewall ensures an optimal edge in the water and easy passage while carving 
- start up guarantees fast learning and more fun
 

WOODCORE, SIDEWALLS AND AIRCLOUD BOXES 
PROGRESSIVE ROCKER 
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS 
DIRECTIONAL SHAPE 
SLIDER BASE
DESIGN BY ANKE SCHWEIGER

START UP TWIN

use
Beginners for the first starts  
and first runs

core
durable woodcore & sidewall 
construction combined with 
high volume aircloud boxes.

flex
Flex stiff

size
136, 146

channels rocker

size 136 146 156

piece

 Vanessa Weinhauer   Lucie Gerkau   Hot sport Marburg 

BASE

START UP DIRECTIONAL

use
Beginners for the first starts  
and first runs

core
durable woodcore & sidewall 
construction combined with 
high volume aircloud boxes.

flex
Flex stiff

size
136, 156

channels rocker

size 136 146 156

piece

- Twin tip for easy handling

Start up is a robust beginner rental wakeboards for an easy start and those first few rounds & days.
Start up has an ultra durable woodcore & sidewall construction combined with high volume aircloud boxes.

- Directional with extra wide nose 
  and maximum volume

 

DURABLE RENTAL 
WAKEBOARDS 

FOR BEGINNERS



BASE

This INSANE board is a great new addition to our collection. Designed 
especially for air tricks and features. The somewhat smaller outline 
supplies the board with unbelievable manoeuvrability. With the help of 
a stiffened core and a completely new channel system your inverts are 
going to become a lot more controlled and therefore higher. Because 
of this core and channel combo it is also going to make those landings 
feel as though you were landing on a cloud. We have however not for-
gotten about those beloved features. With a softer tip and tail those 
nose and tail presses are as easy falling on your ass.

INSANE

use
obstacles and more

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
center stiff, tip and tail soft

size
140, 144, 148, 152

channels rocker

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER price EUR 619,-

Schulstraße 18, D-86938 Schondorf
Germany/Bavaria

T. +49 (0)81 92 - 9 96 86 16

info@goodboards.eu

size 140 144 148 152

piece

SLIDER BASE
speed and strength

CARBON POWER STRINGERS
energy and softer landings

FIBERGLASS
quadraxial and wet layup

DOUBLE WOOD CORE
natural and powerful

M6 INSERTS
more grip and feeling

ABS SIDEWALLS
width and functionality

CONTINUOUS ROCKER
fast and smooth

 Steffen Tomm   Markus Küpper   Wakebeach 257 Dormagen



 Marco Schmidt   Swen Michalzik   Thulba

BASE BASE

A powerful model for very ambitious boarders. With a hard centre and a 
soft tip and tail, sharp edges, 8 channels and a 3D-topsheet. The model 
2021 is a little softer and therefore more playful on the cable.

MENTOR DUDE

use
inverts, boat, obstacles

core
wood-carbon-glass

use
obstacles and more

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
stiff

size
139, 143, 146, 149 

flex
center stiff, tip and tail soft

size
134, 136, 139, 143, 146, 149

channels rocker channels rocker

new
new stance

new
new stance

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
CARBON-GLASS 
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY CHRISTIAN ZITZMANN

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY NADINE GRASMÜCKprice EUR 669,- price EUR 619,-

Hard high-end flex carbon wakeboard with 8 channels and sharp edge 
for more stability and enormous performance on the cable or behind 
a motorboat.

size 139 143 146 149

piece

size 134 136 139 143 146 149

piece



 Lars Knorre   Markus Küpper   Wakebeach 257 Dormagen

BASE BASE

The Wipe is a playful park-junky in sizes: 138, 142, 146, 150 and 
154cm. The robust construction with a thick base, a double-wood-core 
and strong ABS sidewalls means the board can take a beating and a 
long life expectancy. The wider shape allows for greater buoyancy and 
therefore guaranteed stability in those landings. The base is straight up 
flat, smooth and fast. The flex comes from the middle and gets softer 
towards the nose and tail giving the board a pure jibber feel.

WIPE ONEFIFTYONE

use
obstacles and more

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
obstacles

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
center stiff, tip and tail soft

size
138, 142, 146, 150, 154

flex
medium-soft

size
146, 151, 156

channels rocker channels rocker

new
new stance

new
size 146 and 156

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY ANKE SCHWEIGER price EUR 499,-

The Onefiftyone is staying a soft, narrow but long park-board for lighter 
riders and will now come out in three sizes. This board is not only fun 
just for the jibbers but also for the cruisers.

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY JAVIER GARCIA price EUR 499,-

size 138 142 146 150 154

piece

size 146 151 156

piece



 Sebi Veit   Silvan Veit   Wasserskilift Allgäu

A popular semi hard allrounder with a plane base in the middle, 6 round 
channels in tip and tail and a new monkey design.

BONOBO FORTUNA

use
allround

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
allround

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
medium

size
138, 142, 146

flex
medium-soft

size
134, 136, 139, 143, 148

channels rocker channels rocker

new
new stance

new
new stance

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY JAVIER GARCIA price EUR 549,-

The Fortuna is a popular, softer allrounder with long and angular 
channels.

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY CHRISTIAN ZITZMANN price EUR 549,-

BASE BASE

size 138 142 146

piece

size 134 136 139 143 148

piece



 Maxi Ocasek   Detlef Meier   Wasserski Neubrandenburg

BASE

Wakeboard for ladies who are looking for a light and soft board, pre-
ferring a simple but chic wooden design and love to shred features on 
the cable.

Best board for youngsters with a lot of flex, low weight and at a 
convenient price.

COSMA TOMMYBOY

use
allround

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
allround-junior

core
wood-glass

flex
medium-soft

size
130, 133, 135, 138, 141

flex
soft

size
124, 128, 132

channels rocker channels rocker

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY ANKE SCHWEIGER

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY JOHANNES SARTORYprice EUR 499,- price EUR 369,-

BASE

size 130 133 135 138 141

piece

size 124 128 132

piece



  Marco Schmidt   Swen Michalzik   Wakepark Thulba

  Andy Schmahl   Noemi Kriz   Ortersee

FUNRUN GECKO ONDA

PROJECT #SURF
COMING SOON

Project robust surfboards for wakesurfing, kiteboarding, pool & riversurfing.
 

Ultra durable woodcore & sidewall & sintered base construction combined with aircloud boxes for high volume.



FREERIDE

COLLECTION 
2020 / 21

ROTOR

FREESTYLE

ALLMOUNTAIN

CAPRA FLASH LEGENDS

RELOAD WOODEN

SURF LONG

NOVUMPEPI

VULCARVOPRIMA

GB SPLIT

JULIA

 Peter Radacher   Hannah Bichay   Hochkeil-Hochkönig



BASE

New, 3D-lightwind-kiteboard from and for the Ammersee – and for 
other great spots, too. With a small rocker and a flat radius in the 
middle for best gliding characteristics.

Crossbay is a high quality and light weight freeride board. The 
3d-bottom shape creates an optimized flex, while the slightly con-
cave delivers maximum control and early and efficient planing. The 
outline makes it easy to turn with a smooth, predictable feel.

AMMERGATE CROSSBAY

use
lightwind

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
freeride

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
soft

size
145/45, 155/47

flex
medium-soft

size
133/40.2, 137/41.4, 141/42.6

channels rocker channels rocker

weight
145 cm - 3,00 kg, 155 cm - 3,40 kg

weight
133 cm- 2,40 kg, 137 cm - 2,50 kg, 141 cm - 2,60 kg

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY DAVID S. VOGEL

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEERprice EUR 599,- price EUR 579,-

BASE

size 145/45 155/47

piece

size 133/40.2 137/41.4 141/42.6

piece

 Clemens Rohling   Dennis Leuthold   Gold - Fehmarn



BASE

Amnesia is a powerfull freeride & freestyle board. The long chan-
nels and carbon provide phenomenal edging and pop, bring power 
for upwind drive and stability on harder landings. Double-row inserts 
within the hardwooden stringers are perfect for your first wakestyle 
experiences.

Faphito is the name of our new kiteboard series which was deve-
loped specifically for women and young riders. This extremely light 
board with a narrow stance and a slim outline offers kiteboarders a 
high level of ride comfort with enormous pop with little effort.

AMNESIA FAPHITO

use
freeride/ freestyle

core
wood-glass-carbon

use
women and young rider

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
medium

size
132/40.2, 136/41.4, 140/42.6

flex
soft

size
125/37, 128/38, 131/39, 135/39

channels rocker channels rocker

weight
132 cm - 2,55 kg, 136 cm - 2,65 kg, 140 cm - 2,75 kg

weight
125 cm - 1,95 kg, 128 cm - 2,10 kg, 131 cm - 2,20 kg, 135 cm - 2,25 kg

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
24 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY ANKE SCHWEIGERprice EUR 659,- price EUR 539,-

BASE

size 132/40.2 136/41.4 140/42.6

piece

size 125/37 128/38 131/39 135/39

piece

 Patrick Bauer   Bishoy Bushra   Kitehouse 7Bft SomaBay

BINDING



BASE BASE

The anti-chop technology makes the SNAKE a particularly comfort-ori-
ented kiteboard. The wavy sidecut easily cuts through troubled water, 
making it noticeably gentle on the knee and the joints. This unusual 
shape extends the effective edge, the smoothness is increased, while 
the SNAKE turns easier and generates less water. With the highest qua-
lity materials and a sophisticated construction, all kiteboards from our 
collection are very durable and powerful.

Amnesia Pro is the newest offspring in our kiteboard series. It was further 
developed on the basis of our previous bestseller “Amnesia”, that is to say 
around the edge of the wave like our previous year‘s Snake model. The 
board is intended for riders looking for the performance of a freestyle board 
and the comfort of a freerider. It‘s an incredibly versatile board. Tip and 
tail are reinforced with carbon. In combination with the tube channels and 
sophisticated underwater hull with long lateral channels, the board pro-
vides you with excellent grip for jumps and stability on hard landings. The 
wave-shaped outline extends the effective edge and cuts through choppy 
water with ease, making it incredibly smooth and easy to turn.

SNAKE

use
freeride

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
soft

size
131/39, 137/41.4, 141/42.6

channels rocker

weight
131 cm - 2,3 kg, 137 cm - 2,5 kg, 141 cm - 2,6 kg

AMNESIA PRO

use
freeride/freestyle

core
wood-glass-carbon

flex
medium

size
136/41,4, 140/42,6

channels rocker

weight
136 cm - 2,6 kg, 140 cm - 2,7 kg

SINTERED SLIDER BASE
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS
CARBON POWER STRINGERS
16 M6 INSERTS
ABS SIDEWALL
HANDMADE IN EU
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER

SINTERED SLIDER BASE 
QUADRAXIAL STRAIGHT FIBERGLASS 
CARBON POWER STRINGERS 
24 M6 INSERTS 
ABS SIDEWALL 
HANDMADE IN EU 
DESIGN BY OLIVER MEER price EUR 629,- price EUR 709,-

size 131/39 137/41.4 141/42.6

piece

size 136/41,4 140/42,6

piece

 Lukas Hinze   Sven Neumann   Saaler Bodden



KITEBOARDS

CHANNELS

yes

no

AMNESIA PRO AMNESIA

size 

136/41,4 cm, 140/42,6 cm

size

132/40.2 cm, 136/41.4 cm, 

140/42.6 cm

Freeride
Freestyle

AMMERGATE

size 

145/45 cm, 155/47 cm

SNAKE FAPHITO CROSSBAY

131/39 cm, 137/41.4 cm, 

141/42.6 cm, 

125/37 cm, 128/38 cm, 

131/39 cm, 135/39 cm

133/40.2 cm, 137/41.4 cm, 

141/42.6 cm

Freeride Lightwind

Titel:  Clemens Rohling   Dennis Leuthold   Gold

 Johannes Spaeth   Antonia Krause   Cape Drepano (KitesurfGreece)



Collection 2021
#kite


